Inflatable FUSION, Inc
7156 Convoy Ct
San Diego, CA 92111
Ph 858-495-1700

Setup and Warranty Information
Thank you for purchasing an Inflatable from inflatable FUSION, Inc. You are now
the proud owner of the best quality inflatable on the market today. Following the
guidelines below will help to insure many years of use and enjoyment.

Basic Setup Instructions –
1) Check ground for a flat level surface void of any rocks, sticks, etc. (Anything that may
puncture the bottom of the Inflatable). Also check height clearance for trees, power lines, or
overhead obstructions. Tarps should be placed underneath all Inflatables that are on asphalt,
gravel or dirt. Never operate the Inflatable on a hard surface without a tarp.
2) Unroll the Inflatable in the direction you wish the Inflatable to face.
3) Attach the Blower(s) to the blower tube(s). The blower tube is normally located in the very
back or on the sides of the Inflatable.
4) Close All Zippers and Velcro flaps. There may be more than one.
5) Attach the extension cord(s) from power source. (Designate One 20 amp fuse for each
Blower. Use 14 gauge or heavier extension cord(s) that extend No More than 100 feet from the
Inflatable to the power source.
6) Turn the Power on. (Some Blowers have an On/Off switch located on the blower.) While the
Inflatable inflates- Check to make sure no air is escaping from zippers. A cold air inflatable
will have air coming from the sewn seams.
7) Check to make sure the blower tube to the Blower is not twisted.
8) Secure the Inflatable by staking the unit on all 4 corners (where possible) or tie off to a
stable structure. Drive stakes half way in at a 45 degree angle away from the inflatable. You
may also use sand bags or water bags at tie down points. You are provided with sand bag
covers that hold 50lbs of sand each. The bags provided are the minimum needed for
optimal conditions of little or no wind. If you have a larger inflatable or windy day, you
will need to increase the weight by adding more sand bags or water barrels for support, at
each tie down strap.

Safety Instructions / Operation1) Adult supervision is required at all times. Never leave the Inflatable unattended or
unwatched. You are responsible for the safety of your guests.
2) Most Inflatables only allow 4-5 Guests on the Inflatable at a time. (Check Inflatable
Instructions)
3) Guest must remove shoes, pocket items, glasses, jewelry, etc.
4) Diving and flipping are strictly prohibited. No back flips, roughhousing, horseplay or
bouncing against walls. Guests should not take unnecessary risks.
5) No food, drink, or gum on or in the inflatable.
*The Inflatable should not be operated if winds exceed 20 mph.
*The Inflatable should not be used in rain or lightning conditions.

How to Takedown and Store the Inflatable1) Check for any loose items left on the inflatable. Sweep or vacuum where appropriate.
2) All Guests should be clear of the inflatable, stakes, weight bags, tarp, etc.
3) Turn Off or Unplug Blower. Disconnect the Blower from the Inflatable.
4) Open All Velcro flaps and zippers, to allow air to escape and the Inflatable to deflate.
Deflation time varies on inflatables but is usually 5-10 minutes.

How to Roll an InflatableAfter the inflatable has deflated…
1) Fold all material toward the middle of the Inflatable 2) Fold the Inflatable like a large bed
sheet. Be sure to tuck all colorful designs inside your folds to avoid contact with the ground.
3) Fold sides in 2-3 feet lengthwise.
4) Continue to fold Inflatable from the outside-in until folded layers overlap leaving a fold of 24 feet depending on the size of your inflatable.
5) Tuck in any extra material.
6) Leave the blower tubes exposed to let remaining air escape.
7) Begin rolling the inflatable toward the blower tube. You want to roll it as tight and compact
as possible.
9) Begin rolling from the furthest point away from the Blower tube. This will let any air escape.
Keep the roll lined up, tuck any in extra material. Take your time and roll it tight. This will
insure it fits back into the storage bag.
10) Tie off roll with rope or strap. Place in bag.

Inflatable CareTo maintain your new inflatable in top condition, there are a few things to remember.
1) Never store a wet inflatable. Your inflatable must be rolled up and stored dry. If you must
put it away wet, be sure to inflate it and dry it within a couple of days. If not, it will
mildew!
2) Clean your inflatable after you use it. A quick wipe down will go a long way to preserve the
new look and condition of your inflatable.
3) Clean with a vinyl cleaner or even Simple Green seems to work well.
4) Your inflatable comes with a repair kit. If you somehow get a small hole or tear, we
recommend you repair it before use.
5) MILDEW is very harmful to inflatables. DO NOT store your inflatable WET!

WARRANTY
Your inflatable is warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from
purchase date. Damage resulting from negligence, improper usage or unusual wear and tear caused by
excessive usage is excluded from inflatable FUSION, inc. warranty coverage. The purchase date is
defined as the day of shipment from Inflatable Fusion, inc.
Ad dancers and Ad Tubes have a 90 day warranty as described above. The blower has a 1 year warranty.
Flag banners and Feather banners have a 6 month warranty as described above.
Inflatable Fusion, inc must be notified immediately of any possible defects noticed. Warranty shipments
within the first 30 days are paid by inflatable FUSION, inc. Warranty repairs must be authorized, in
writing by inflatable FUSION, Inc.
You must obtain a RAN (Return Authorization Number) for warranty returns prior to shipping to us. To
obtain a RAN please contact us prior to shipping at 858-495-1700. Shipments without a RAN will not be
accepted.
This warranty does not cover banners and does not cover any item that has been attached to the inflatable
by anyone other than Inflatable FUSION, inc. Any alterations made to the inflatable, blower, support
system, banner provisions, and electrical, will void this warranty.
*Inflatables can have restrictions in some areas. Check with your local authorities to be sure you
can use this product before you purchase.
RETURN POLICY
inflatable FUSION, inc. strives to make you the best products available on the market. All of our products
are custom made to order. We work with you on creating the design and produce the product to your
specific requests. Since all products are made to order, we are unable to offer a
return or exchange on items purchased. Deposits made on orders are non-refundable. Any orders
cancelled after the order has been placed or during production will forfeit the deposit.
THERE ARE NO REFUNDS OR RETURNS.
In the case of a warranty return, you must first obtain written permission from inflatable FUSION, inc.
You will be issued a RAN (Return Authorization Number) No returns will be accepted without this
number on the shipment. Please see our warranty for additional information.
*Inflatables can have restrictions in some areas. Check with your local authorities to be sure you
can use this product before you purchase.
Contact InformationPlease feel free to contact us regarding set up or warranty information questions.
Ryan Koerner
Kenny Kovin
www.inflatablefusion.com

Phone 858-495-1700
Fax 858-495-1707
Email info@inflatablefusion.com

